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NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Fiesta Royalty
Deadline for applications for
candidacy for Fiesta King and
Queen is Thursday, April 17, announced Fiesta co-chairman Anne
Knig•ht.
·
All candidates must attend a
mandatory meeting at 6 p.m. on
the deadline day at the Kappa
Kappa Gamma sorority house,
1602 Mesa Vista Rd.
Applications can be obtained
from the student government
secretary, Mrs. Sue Pickett. The
Fiesta election is scheduled for
May 7.

RHC Endorsements
The R e s i d e n t Hall Council
(RHC) will endorse all candidates
for student body offices today at
7p.m.
Anyone interested in additional
information concerning speeches
and location of the meeting should
contact Ralph Lewis at 277-4862
or Cookie Buckley at 277-4085.
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Ups, Downs
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The postal service has its ups
and downs.
A letter which left a London art
gallery March ::!4 addressed to
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Largest Selection
*Poster Board
*Colored Papers
*Tempera Color
*Spray Paint
*Glitter
*Brushes
Discount Price2

I .

UNM art professor Van Deren
Coke in Albuquerque, New Mexlco, South America, arrived here
a few days later.
But the Post Office Department's efficiency image melted
within a few days. Another letter
sent from the college of education building to the journalism
building was delivered to a drug
store, returned to a post office,
and an·ived at its destination two
days later.

Chakaa Applications
Chakaa, junior men's honorary,
would like all eligible sophomores
to apply for membership,
Eligibility requirements are at
least a 2.75 grade point average,
a minimum of 60 hours by the end
of the summer session, and participation in extracurricular activities.
Selection wiil be on a competitive basis, and announcement of
new members will take place at
the honors assembly April 29.
A smoker will be held Sunday,
April 20 in the Union at 2 p.m.
to meet all applicants. Attendance
at the smoker will enhance an applicant's chances for selection,
said a Chakaa news release.
Applications are available from
the dean's office, Room 157 of the
administration building, or any
Chakaa· member.

Department Chairman
Don P. Schlegel has been named
chairman of the Department of
Architecture.
Schlegel has been a member of
the architecture faculty for 15
years. He was named acting chairman .July 11 1968.
The University currently has
131 students majoring in architecture, and a graduate program will
begin next academic year.

LANGELL'S

2510 Central S.E.
Aero$$ From Johnson Gym
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Campus
Briefs
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"Der "biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410 ·
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848.
5810 Menaul N.E. ·268-4147

Reinstatement
(Continued from page 1)
tance by yourself and President
Heady."
Pollack and Williams had been
suspended from their teaching
duties since March 26 in the wake
of complaints against them stemming from the use of the "Love
Lust Poem" and other allegedly
obscene material and topics in a
freshman English class taught by
Williams. Pollack had been a
"gtiest lecturer" in Williams'
classes.

m Popejoy Hall
AND THf CULTURAL PROGRAM "COMMITIEE

SSe
2300 Central SE
(just across from Popejoy Hall)

HOW TO SUCCEED IN BUSINESS
WITHOUT STARTING THERE.
After college, start your business career
where the challenges come sooner. Where
you'll get more out of your first job ex·
perience. Choose Army Officer Candidate
School. The minute the Army pins bars
on your shoulders, you take command, You
guide. You counsel. You lead. You make
decisions. You take on important responsi.bilities. You would have to work for years
in a civilian job before you'd get anywhere
near this kind of success-building exper·
ience. No wonder OCS·trained Army Of.
ficers make it big in the Army and in busi·
ness. At a younger age. In more responsible
jobs.

STUDENT seeks simple room for summer. Will share if necessazy. Fumlehed
or unfurnl!hed. Bob Prichard, 122 Cuyler,
Princeton Unlv., Princeton, N.J. 08540.

April 19, 1969

7:00-12:30

Dining

Dancing

FOUND: Eye glass lena In Parking Lot
or School of Bminess. May be ploked up
at Rm. 206 BA. Bldg,
FOUND-Black Labrador puppy on camPUll 3/27/69, caD 277-5320,

BADE

Music by
Neo-Classic Jazz Quartet
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Fonnal
$8.oo per couple

Several members of Mrs. Ellen Spolsky's English 257 class yesterday held an open air theater
for passers-by.

Members of the UNM Residence
Hall Council (RHC) endorsed eleven
candidates seeking student body offices last night after two hours of
deliberation.
Ron Curry received RHC endorsement as ASUNM president. Tony
Olmi, vice-presidential candidate
who announced early in the evening
he wa.s withdrawing from the race
but later returned and withdrew his
withdrawal, was given RHG approval.
Manny Wright, running for reelection as NSA coordinator and a
write-in for president was endorsed
by RHC in his campaign for re-election.
Eight senatorial candidates received RHC approval. They are Sandra Heide, Carol Lazorik, and Doug
MacCurdy, all who are seeking re-

election to their senatorial posts.
Also endorsed were Frank Lihn,
John McGuffin, Polly Page, Bob
Speer, and Sam Johnson.
Election day is Friday, April18.

* **

Other RHC activities include a
Residence Hall Council Week which
is presently in full swing with activities scheduled for dorm members including a Wednesday night
dance, a barbecue, and Casino night.
Dave Turnball, RHG chairmatr,"'
said that in deference to the Teaching Evaluation Day, no RHC activities are scheduled today.
Tomorrow night at 8 RHC Week
is sponsoring the Wednesday night
dance in the union.
Thursday evening the annual
residence hall steak fry will be held
behind Mesa Vista Hall.

Also Establishe~ Committee To Examine Relations With Administration
. . . It) ....

Tickets: Newman Center

·associated

students boohstore
GROUND FLOOR
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GRADUATING SENIORS
Orders are now being taken for caps,
""

gowns dnd name cards.
Your Graduation Announcements
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are in dnd may be picked up at
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the bookstore.
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Arts & Sciences Vqtes Confidence in Trowbridge

c

I

Tuesday, April15, 1969

Open Air Theater

'Gli PONTIAC CATAI,JNA, 2 ch'., - ·
$960, 242-6724.

I ·

/

Council Supports Curry, Olmi

2910.

-_,,~ '

Admission by Subscription or,
Adults $2.oo, Fac/Staff $1.50 "'
Students with Activity Cards $1.oo

Wayne Ciddio

Candidates Receive
RHC Endorsement

. ELNA, :portable !l8'l'rin&' macldne $6&. din•
ette aet $16, 1881 Jaw boola!, new 10
liPeed (racer), 'twin b!daPle&ds. 29V..
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Lobo Photo by John Cullinnn
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Base last summer during which he "
handled all publicity for the
Youth Opportunity Campaign on
the Base.
New Appointment
Ciddio announced that he was
appointing Grant Harvey, current
news editor, to the managing editor position, and Sarah Laidlaw,
current campus editor, to the
news editor post.
He will be accepting applications for the position of campus
editor, morning editor, copy editors, and staff reporters.

f

PUPPIES uow available ft(Jlll Ieefloethe home of the extra large. Aiaokan
lllalllmute. 2911-6112.

EIIPLODIENT

__....~ c
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·FOR BALE

MAR AT As performed by the inmates of the Asylum at
Charenton, under the direction of The Marquis de

He served a summer internship
as a journalist's aide at Sandia

University of Albuquerque

·• CHILD. CARE In 1117 home. Conveniomt
to campos. Phone 242-tlliell.

'
'I

Newspaper Exp«;rience
Ciddio, the vice president of the
UNM chapter of Sigma Delta Chi,
journalism society, has worked
for the Santa Fe New Mexican,
the Albuquerque Journal, the Los
Alamos Monitor, and the Sandia
Base Crossroads,

New Student Center

. SERVICES

1
·
·
1

He said he welcomed criticism
of The Lobo and suggestions for
improvement from student leaders, faculty organizations, and
University officials.
Cirldio spoke of maldng The
Lobo into a "communications system" rather thf\11 "merely a daily
bulletin board." Saying he would
mike The Lobo a "discussion medium" for the campus community,

$all

LOST & FOUND

lS)

he outlined plans to solicit features and editorial articles from
campus leaders among students
and faculty.

Cardinal Newman

POLLY PAGE Polly Page for Senate PoDy
Page Polly Page.

3)

hopes to "make the newspaper an
open forum for opinion and information for the University community."

YOUR FUTURE, YOUR DECISION ... CHOOSE
ARMY OCS.

PERSONALS

2)

Wayne Ciddio, a junior journalism major from Los Alamos who
has served this year as Lobo Managing Editor, was last night
named 19669-70 Lobo Editor by
the Board of Student Publications.
Ciddio, a Lobo staff member for
the last three years, will assume
the editorship on Monday, He has
previously served as reporter,
copy editor, and spol•ts editor,
"An Open Forum"
In his application for tlie position, Ciddio told the Board he

Lt. Joe Hoey will be available for interviews April 14-15-16 in the
University of New Mexico Placement Center. Qualification tests
administered without obligation.

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mlnlmllm ( $1.40) per thne l"tln. If ad 18 to
run five or more consecutive dAya with
no changes the rate Is reduced to 6c
per word ad the m!nim11m number of
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment mmt be made In
lull prior to Insertion ol advertleement.
WHERE: Journaliom BuUd!ng. Room
159, afternoons preferably or maiL
Clas.olfled Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 81106

1)

Wayne Ciddio New l.obo Editor
Present Managing Editor Takes Over New Duties Monday,April 21

:~~-~·-·-·~--·--·-,

The persecution and assassination
of Jean Paul

.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Now
PORK TENDERLOIN
Sandwiches

La Societe du Cinema: .,Man of Aran":

Union ballroom: 7 p.m.; 75 cents or by
aubscrlptlon.
Vigilantes; rush organizational meeting;
Union; 7 :45 p.m.
Meeting for Fiesta King and Queen candidates: Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority
house; 6 p.m. mandatory for all candidates.

GRADUATING
SENIOR
WOMEN!
WANT 1N WlTB A GOING CONCERN? 1 1 H you like people, ]Ike to
travel, and have a lmow)edge of a for. oeJgn language, consider becoming a
· stewardess with Pan American World
· AirwaYlf. Stewardeoa interviewa" 'Will be
lteld on. ·camPU8 on April 18, 1969, For
i'urtber Information, plea!e contact your
Placement omce. Pan Am Ia An Equal
Opportulty Employer.

· Performing Arts Film Series
Final Program of 1968~69

*

Monday, AprilU
Placement interviews: San Jose, Cali·
fornia unified school district: Placement
Center.
"The Changing Ear: Contemporazy
Noise and New Sounds'' lecture by Donald
Robb for Friends of Art.
Lecture, "'The Changing Ear;" UNM Recital Hall; 8 p.m.; lecture ia open to members of Art Society only.
Lecture l>Y Dr. John P. Powelson, ~·Nn ..
tionalism, Ideology, and Economic Develop.
met in Latin America; Union Theater: S
p.m.: lecture is in English, open to the
public, and free.
Tuesday, April 15
Film, 14 The Pcrsoouticm and Assassination
of Jean-Paul Marat as Performed by the
Inmates of the Asylum of Charenton Under
the P!rection of the Marquis de Sade;"
Popejoy Hall; 7:30 p.m.
Placement interviews: Window R<><:k
school district No. 8, Fort Defiance, Arizona, and Tulare, California city school
district: Placement Center.
UNM Chamber Orchestra; Recital Hall,
8:15 p.m.
All University Dialogue on Teaching and
Learning; 9 a.m., President Ferrel Heady
speaking in Popejoy Hall; 10:15 a.m. to
12:15 p.m., unstructured sessions in Mitch ...
ell Hnll, structUI'ed sessions in the education
complex; afternoon sessions sponsored by
colleges and/or departments, 1 :30 p.m. to
6 p.m.: classes cancelled for the day.
UNM Chamber Orchestra concert; Fine
Arts Recital Hall; 8:16 p.m.; performance
is free ,and open to the public.
Wednesday, Aprll16 .
Lecture, "The Fourth Force in Nature:"
Dr. Robert E. Marshak; Holiday Inn, 2020
'Menaul NE; 8 p.m.
A Capella Choir: Recital HaD, 8:15 p.m.
Thursday, April 17
Placement interviews: Inglewood, California unified school diatrict, and unified
school diatrlct No. 1, Racine, Wisconsin;
Placement Center.
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Home of fine "Brazier" foods

ByGAYCOOK
In a departmental meeting of
the College of Arts and Sciences
yesterd:!y, faculty members voted
confidence in Dean Hoyt Trowbridge and in the English department, and voted to establish a
committee to examine relationships between the College of Arts
and Sciences and the University
administration.
The faculty of the College of
Arts and Sciences unanimously
voted confidence in Trowbridge by

passing a motion caiiing for the
repudiation of President Ferrel
Heady's criticism of Trowbridge
in response to the ad hoc investigating committee's recommendation to reinstate teaching assistants Lionel Williams and Kenneth Pollack.
Unanimous Vote
The English department received a unanimous vote of confidence
when a motion passed voting support and confidence in the professional integrity and judgment

of the English department and in
its ability to resolve its own
problems.
Professor Harold Rhodes, political science, interpreted this motion saying that in his opinion,
"the College of Arts and Sciences
has confidence in the English department even if President Heady
does not."
In other business, a motion to
recognize the legal authority of
the legislature to investigate the
university and welcome this if

ACLU Takes Case of Six Demonstrator·s

UNM ·Students Get Defense
The New Mexico American Civil Liberties Union
(NMACLU) announced Sunday that they have
undertaken the cases of six students arrested at a
sit-in at UNM President Ferrel Heady's home
Thursday, April 10.
The students were involved in what a NMACLU
press releal:le described as "a symbolic protest
against Heady's decision not to receive student
grievances decided on earlier at a rally,'' pertaining to two suspended teaching assistants.
'fhe students were charged under the new
statuto entitled "wrongful use of public property."
"The AOLU believes that the working o:f the

statute may be interpreted in several different
ways and therefore is so vague that it may not be
constitutionally endorsed,'' the press release said.
"Students have a reasonable and clear right to
petition the president of the tmiversity for redl'css
of their grievances, to present such demands for
redress in person, and to make that petition known
to the community as n whole by an unobtrusive
vigil such as they were conducting when arrested.''
The six arrested students a1·e ArthUl' Bradley
Eisenbrey, 18, Michael Otis Colvin, 25, Richard
Nichols, 20, Robert Gougelep, 19, Jan Gilden, 21,
and Donna LaRue, 20.

done fairly and responsibly was
argued down and defeated.
A motion passed to commend
to the University administration,
general faculty, and students a
section of the Harvard Law Review (1968 Vol.) demonstrating
that legislative inqury into classroom speech has no constitutional
basis.
Examine Relationships
The establishment of a commit·
tee to examine relationships be·
tween the College of Arts and
Sciences was approved by passage
of a motion sponsored by Rhodes
which states that "the faculty of
the College of Arts and Sciences
name a special committee of five
(by election at this meeting) to
examine relationships between the
college of Arts and Sciences and
the university administration and
to l'Ccommend to the Arts and
Sciences faculty any steps necessary to improve such relationships, particularly with regard to
lines of authority and responsibility. The mandate of this committee includes the most recent
issue which has occasioned such
controversy/'
Trowbridge defined the mood of
the faculty "as one of relief that
the immediate crisis (controversy
over the poem "Love Lust" and
the suspensions of teaching as-

sistants Williams and Pollack) is
over, and that the College of
Arts and Sciences emerged with
dignity and self respect and is
unified."
Trowbridge added that "there is
some concern about the upco,!lling
legislative investigation" and
"there is a feeling that much
preparatory work must be done
and guidelines must be established so that we will know how to
proceed in relation to the investigation.''
The Lobo will again endorse
candidates for the Associated
Students Senate and ASUNM
President and vice }lresident
in Friday's student government elections.
...
Endorsement interviews will
be held beginning at 6 p.m.
Wednesday in The Lobo office
in the journalism building.
Candidates interested in an interview should contact The
Lobo today after 2 p.m. for
a PJlOintmcnts.
We will also be accepting
candidacy statements, but must
insist that Senate candidates
keep their platform statements
to 250 words or about five column inches. Candidates may
use a picture in this space if
they so desire.
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ROBERT BURTON -

WAYNE CIDDIO

Editor

Managing Editi;>r

Th& New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every r<>gular week of the Un iver•
sity year by the Board of Student Pub·
lie<:~tions of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, ond is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
cla~s postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subscription rate is $5
for the academic year.
The opinion~ expressed on the editorial
pages of The lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion ;. that
of the editorial bo!lrd of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents tho views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
ersity af New Mexico,

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone {505) 277-4102, 277-4202
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What's Wrong With ROTC?
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After many years of relatively tranquil
existence on the nation's campuses, ROTC
has come under fire of late from those who
. believe that philosophically and pedagog. ically, military training has no place in an
academic instituton.
In recent months such leading institu. tions as Yale, Princeton, Dartmouth, Harvard and Stanford have all taken steps toward revoking academic credit from their
ROTC programs. Currently, many other
colleges and universities are also re-evaluating the status of their own ROTC programs.
The Stanford decision is especially sig..niticant because it was premised on philosophic rather than pragmatic grounds. As
a member of the committee which prepared
the report explained, "We began with a definition of the university and found an essential conflict between this and the concept
of ROTC."
Academia's traditional function is to inspire critical thinking about man and his
society aloof from partisan or superficial
considerations. But it is impossible for colleges and universities even to pretend to
perform this unique role if they are also
subsidizing the b1·utal militarism of the outside world.
Some have argued that academic institutions, especially those which are publicly
Sponsored, have an obligation to be politically neutral and that this neutrality requires the continued support of ROTC programs on campus.
At a time when the military is an integral
element in an expansionist foreign policy
opposed by a sizeable segment of the population both inside and outside academia, it
is clear that the ROTC program is as partisan in its own way as Students for a Democratic Society.
Thus, in a modern context colleges and
' universities are only politically neutral
when they as institutions stand between
the government and its critics. Clearly, continued. academic support for ROTC would
·roe the height of political partisanship. ·
Hans Morganthau wrote recently that
one of the key lessons of the Viet N am war
was the danger of too intimate a relationship between the campus and the government. For already, he noted, large segments
of the academic community have been
transformed "into a mere extension of the
government bureaucracy, defending and
implementing policies regardless of their
objective merits." '
While the development of critical think~
ing is an integral part of a liberal education,
the teaching methods employed in ROTC
programs tend to emphasize rote learning
and deference to authority, This is far from
-surprising as critical thinking has never
been a highly prized military virtue. Consequently, the ROTC program is geared to
produce intellectually stunted martinets.
An example of the type of educational
thinking behind the ROTC program at many
universities is provided by a solemn pro~
nouncement made last year by an ROTC of~
ticer at the University of Minnesota. In a
frighteningly serious echo of Catch~22 he
declared, "Marching is the basic leadership
program for eve1·y o:flker."
Equally alien to the ends of a liberal edu~
cation is the unquestioning submissiveness

NEW MEXICO LOBO

By GRANT HARVEY

endemic in the rigidly hierarchical structure of military education. It is hard to develop any spontaneity-much less dialogue
-within the classroom when the professor
is not just a teacher, but a superior officer
as well.
For those congenitally unimpressed by
philosophical arguments predicated on the
goals of higher education, there are some
equally potent pragmatic reasons why
ROTC is in no way a valid academic offering.
A faculty curriculum committee at the
University of Michigan stated the case
clearly when it charged that ROTC course
materials used in Ann Arbor were "conjectural, non-analytical, cheaply moralistic
and often blantantly p1·opagandistic."
The bulk of the ROTC program consists
of technical courses often less rigorous than
similar courses offered in the math, science
and engineering programs of most co11eges
and univel'sities.
Typical of those ROTC programs not
duplicated elsewhere is an Air Force ROTC
course entitled, "The history of tlre role of
the Air Force in U.S. military history/'
Designed primarily to inculcate institutional loyalty, rather than to develop critical
thinking, courses like this are clearly not
history. They are not even valid military
history since inter-service rivalry results
in an inflation of the role of the Air Force.
The intellectual vacuity of many ROTC
courses is directly related to the rather
limited educational backgrounds of the pre~
ponderance of ROTC faculty.
Despite education which normally does
not exceed a bachelor's degree, ROTC in~
structors are accorded a status comparable
to professors in more rigorous disciplines.
And due to the high degree of autonomy of
the ROTC program, colleges and universities have little direct control over the hiring, firing or promotion of these ROTC in~
structors.
But objections such as these spring primarily from the form rather than the underlying substance of ROTC. On a substantive level, it is difficult to avoid the
blunt assertion that training soldiers whose
ultimate aim is to kill is totally hostile to
the principles of academia.
It was the simplistic "my country right
or wrong" patriotism of World War I which
spawned the original ROTC program. But
one of the clearest lessons of. the Viet Nam
tragedy is that such unquestionable support of government policy is not only
mora!Iy bankrupt, but counter to the lo:ng~
range interests of the nation as well as the
campus.
In order to reassert the sanctity of academia as a morally and educationally autonomous institution, it is necessary to end
the universities' role as the unquestioning
servant of government and military. The
abolition o:f ROTC as a sanctioned course
offering would be a major step in this di·
rection.
This editorial is being published today
·
in 29 major student newspapers across the
nation. lt comes from a proposal by The
Michigan Daily that editors cooperate itt
publishing a national editorial, and the
first draft was produced by The Daily. For a
complete list of schools endorsing this edi·
torial, see story at right.
.
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29 Schools Sign Editorial
First National Effort
Student newspapers endorsing today's editorial are:
Daily Californian
University of California, Berkeley, Calif.
The Daily Bruin
UCLA, Los Angeles, Calif.
ElGaucho
University of California, Santa Barbara, Calif.
The ColoradD Daily
University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.
Daily Illini
University of Illinois, Champaign, Ill.
The Purdue Exponent
Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.
Kentucky Kernel
University of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky.
Tulane Hullabaloo
Tulane University, New Orleans, La.
The Diamondback
University of Maryland, College Park, Md.
Boston University News
Boston University, Boston, Mass.
Amherst Daily
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass.
The Michigan Daily
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
The State News
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Mich.
The Minnesota Daily
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.
The Rellector
Mississippi State University, State College, Miss.
Student Life
Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.
Gateway
University of Nebraska, Omaha, Neb.
The Duke Chronicale .
Duke University, Durham, N.C.
'!'he Targum
Rutgers University, New Brunswick, N.J.
TheN ew Mexico Lobo
University of New Mexico, Albu<luerque, N.M.
The Colonial News
IIarpur College, State University of New York, Binghampton, N.Y.

Graduate research can be a
prickly business. Ben Pilcher, a
Ph.D. candidate in biology at
UNM, has spent the last two
years collecting seeds from prickly JJear and cholla cactus in conjunction with his doctoral research. He hopes to learn some of
the secrets of the amazing adaptive ability of these desert plants.
"I am studying the water transport system and the food systems
of the seedlings of these plants,"
Pilcher explained, "It appears as
though the:re are vascular-water
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neglected in scientific studies,"
Pilcher said, "The only other peopie I know of in the United
States now working with cacti
are a man in Oklahoma and Dr.
Edward Castetter of UNM. However, the Mexican government has
instituted a large program to investigate the commercial possibilities of cacti in their country.
Pilcher received his B.S. and
M.S. from Texas Technological
College and taught at the University of Texas at Arllngton for
two years.
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April Showers
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Cardinal

The unsteady roof over the
University is represented by this
typical ceiling in the journalism
building during the last rain.

Newman
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U Discussion Sessions
Located Around Campus
Nine UNM Colleges have announced the locations of their discussion sessions for tml?'afternoo<ii's half of Teaehing Evaluation Day.
The afternoon sessions, beginning at 1:30' p.m., are designed to be
a continuation of this morning's activities, re-oriented to the college
and departementallevel.
The colleges of pharmacy, fine arts, business administration, engineering, law, and medicine are to hold sessions at their respective
college center,s.
The colle!l'e nf QTtfl :md S"l"'lCI?" '';i\! bl! sub-..:;., ~ded into the phys.ical sciences, the social sciences, and the humanities.
The physical science session, lead by Professor Roy Caton, of the
chemistry department, will be held in the Kiva.
Social sciences, lead by Professor Philip Bock of the anthropology
department, will be held in Geology 122.
The humanities session, conducted by Professor Jack Kolbert of
the modern and classical languages dcpm:tment, will be held in the
science lecture hall.
The college of education will hold sessions in the Education
Complex in Rooms 101, 103, 104, 105, 201, 205, 206, and 208 .
. The eollege of nursing will hold sessions in Mitcl1ell Hall in
Rooms 101, 105, 107, 109, 110, 116, -118, 203, 205, 207, 210, 212,
214, 216, 218, and 219,

New Student Center
University of Albuquerque

April 19, 1969
Dining

7:00--12:30

Dancing

Formal

Music by

$8.oo per

Neo-Classic Jazz Quartet

couple

Tickets: Newman Center
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You can fly.
As a TWA hostess.
And you know what that means.
None of that 9 to 5 jazz, first ·of all. Good coin,
second of all. And third of all, lots of time off to do
what you want to do.
And as an added option at no extra cost, we'll throw
in a chance for you to fall in love.
With all the people you'll meet Or all the fantastic
places all over the world you can go on TWA.
Depending on the temperament of your boyfriend,
of course.

The Spectrum
SUNY, Buffalo, N.Y.
The Statesman
SUNY, Stony Broolt1 N.Y.
The AntiQch :Record
Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio
The Post
Ohio University,.Athens, Ohio

the daleo Thursday, April 17
the plate• Placement Office

The Daily Pennsylvania
University of Pensylvartia, Philadelphia, Pa.

the time: Contact the J>lac¢ment Office
for an interview appointment
the non-ogre interviewen Kathy Howe

Cavalier Daily
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.

Make a decision. We probably won't be
here again this year.

University of Washington Daily
University of Washington, Seattle, Wash.
'!'he Daily Cardinal
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

and food-bearing 'veins'-cells in
the seedlings from the first germination of seeds. RaJ!id develolJment of these systems is essential
to survival.''
Pilcher has prepared 700 slides
for the seedlings and vascular
systems, with about 30 specimens
on each slide-a total of 21,000
specimens to classify and investigate. The work can be called
"pure" research in the sense it
has no immediate practical ap·
plication.
"Actually, the cacti have been

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

Be a
<,'

TWA
Hostess
It's like no job on earth
An equal opportunity employer

•
'

.
-

i
I

***
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Research Business Prickly

.I
·I

:For those of you who have should be banned from UNM
given up trying to find a decent study. You all know how pertaco in any of the grease chains . verted everyone became when
in town, try the entrees at the they read "Midsummer Night's
Tijuanna Taco on Lomas near Dream."
Yale. Though pre-shaped crunchy
shells are never going to make
KQEO had a hard time desit, the tacos there a:re warm,
large and full of real hamburger cribing Thursday night's student
from cows plus lettuce and cheese. visit to the H e a d y residence.
On top of that, the sauce is hot Their several confusing versions
and service is quick. While you of the demonstration were sumget the habit, think of entering med up when they related to the
the taco eating contest the end listening audience that ~i~ had
of this week. During the Tijuanna been arrested - four boys and.
Taco eating contest in Phoenix, three girls.
a two man team ate 36 of the
beasts. Bet you can't eat just
Because The Lobo had refused
one.
to lynch Ferrel Heady it has
dome under attack from supSenator Harold Runnels denies posedly intelligent elements who
ever having distributed "Love have labelled this paper pro-esLust". He told the Student Bar tablishment and conservative.
Association in Albuquerque that Now nobody likes us .
he simply left them in an easily
accessible spot in his office for
various people to pick up. I
For people who don't know
leave about 1500 copies of The
Lobo in the Union everyday, for what they want, visit the Foodway meat counter. This week
various people to pick up, but I
would have a hard time arguing they are offering semi-boneless
that I don't distribute them. Run- sirloin steak. I mean, either it's
nels also indicated at that meet- got bones in it, or it hasn't. You'll
ing that some works of Shake- never know until you pay for it
speare and oher dirty writers but I have my suspicions .

Pa~l!

For Ph.D. Candidate

At Last, .Edible Tacos

***

Editorial
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'S·ases Campaign Platform on Senate Record

Perko/ Wants Vice Presidency

Van Dresser in Race for ASUNM Presidency
Steve van Dresser, president
pro tempore of the student Senate, Sunday announced his candidacy for the ASUNM presidency.
"The safest position for a candidate for political office is no
position. If a person takes no

,...,..

.

m

tion of the student body. Neither
dorm~, nor Greeks, nor radicals
have an inherent right to dominate the activities of the Associated Students. Each idea must
stand on its own merits and not
on the basis of a synthetic coali·
tion formed to support a particular position.
"I believe that the University
must remain a free and open
forum for the stimulation and development of ideas. The only position which cannot be tolerated
in an academic environment is
that which would forcibly ~up
press any other idea or viewpoint.
By this criterion, I think Ferrel
Heady is totally unacceptable as
the President of the University.
"The University community
must :now seek a leader who will
reflect the University to the community rather than conduct the
community's witch-hunt on campus. Since the University is a
prime support to the community's
economy, threats of closure cannot be taken seriously.

side on any political issue, he presumably loses no friends. I have
not avoided putting my neck on
the line. If I had not taken stands,
you would have no yardstick to
measure me by.
"I do not serve only some fac-

AND THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE

Present

Performing Arts Film Series
Final Program of 1968-69

,.

The persecution and assassination

I

of Jean Paul

I

MAR AT
As performed by tile inmates of the Asylum at
Charenton, under the direction of The Marquis de

SADE
Tuesday, April 15, 7:30 P.M.
Admission by Subscription or,
Adults $2.00, Fac/Staff $1.50
Studerits with Activity Cards $1.oo

i
I

1\
·,1
J,!
li

Steve van Dresser

I
I

"Finally, I wot1ld like to say
something about campaign platforms. I think that a person who
has held an office should campaign on his record rather than
on nebulous promises. As a candidate for the office of Associated
Students President, I present you
my record working for the student body."
Van Dresser then gave a com"
plete list of his activities which
The Lobo cannot run in full due
to lack of space. He has been a
member of the Senate Finance
Committee, Parking Committee,

r~

One of the nation's top medical
awards has been given to Perry
A. Henderson, assistant professor of obstetrics and gynecologyat the UNM School of Medicine,
He has been named a Markle
Scholar by the John and Mary
R. Markle Foundation of New
York. This award carries with
it medical prestige and $30,000,
awarded at $6,000 annually to the
UNM medical school for the next
five years,
Henderson is project director
for the Maternity and Infant
Care Project, designed to provide
pre- and post-natal care to women
in Bernalillo County and the town
of Bernalillo who cannot afford it
otherwise, and to provide medical
attention for babies born defective.
He received his M.D. from
Western Reserve University
School of Medicine in Cleveland.
Henderson joined the UNM medical faculty in January, 1968.
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No more
dirtY dishes
forme! I'm
a student,
nota
slavey!
Live at THE COLLEGE INN, where w~ ..
do everything for the student
··
except study. Where lavish
helpings of the finest food on
campus are yours, with un•
limited "seconds". Where we'll
dust, and clean, and change
the linen for you. Where
you'll find laundry facilities
right on the premises. (Ory
cleaning pickup and delivery too!)
Where you can enjoy as much or as little of the social
whirl as you want ... when you want it. Where you'll
luxuriate in your own private or semi-private bath
instead of the· "Gang Bath" bustle of a dorm or the
I

New budget installment plans.
and see me. I'll be happy to ~how you around
and give you the facts about a variety of College
Inn plans now available at new low rates,

Louis Bourque, Resident Manager

[
1

I"

Perry Henderson

School Regents
Order Report
LOS ANGELES (CPS) - The
Regents of the University of
California have ordered an investigation of campus newspapers
and the use of student government money for bail funds.
The investigation of the campus papers came at the urging of
one regent, John Canaday, -who
said he had been reading the nine
campUs papers "with a fair degree of thoroughness and regularity.''
He said the papers are "devoid
of the attributes traditionally associated with student newspapers.
In my opinion, they are not instruments for the dissemination
of campus news and the expression of editorial opinion. Rather
they have taken on the character
of media for the propagation of
radical political and social philosophies, the advocacy of anarchy
and lawlessness, indoctrination of
their readers with standards of
human conduct which are generally unacceptable, and promoting disrespect for aU authority.''
Canaday also said the papers
"abound in obscene editorial and
pictorial content and they evidence little or no dedication to
truthful and objective reporting
nor any attempt to maintain editorial balance.''

WASHINGTON (UP!) -' President Nixon has 1·eceived for
study a Pentagon proposal for a
lottery-type draft under which
the youngest eligible men would
be called up first, informed
sources said Friday.
The plan is understood to have
the full backing of Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird.
If Nixon approves it, he will
send a message to Congress requesting amendment of the draft
law. In the past, the House Armed
Services Committee, which handles such legislation, bas refused
to go along with lottery ·draft
schemes.
Present Laws
Under the present Jaw, drafteligible youths are called up in
order of their dates of birth, with
the oldest being tapped first and
the youngest last.
The new proposal would reverse that order. First to be called would be those in the youngest
eligible age bracket, 19. However,
anyone who received a draft deferment to attend college would
be treated as a 19-year-old upon

traumatic "ring around the tub" experience of an
apartment. And where it would be absolutely extravagant of you not to investigate the new low, low mtes
But why not see for yourself?

graduation or leaving college, regardless of his actual age at that
time.
The order in which men would
be called up, within the 19-yearold age bracket, would be determined by scrambling the letters of
the alphabet on a purely t·andom
basis and taking first the men
whose names begin with the Jetter that happens to wind up in
first place in the rearranged alphabet.
Over19 Safe
A young man who was not
called dm·ing his 19th year (or
his first year out of college) could
be reasonably sure that he would
not be called later, under the
proposed system.
This would change only if a national emergency required the
calling of more men than there
were eligibles in the 19-year-old
group in any given year-which
would mean much higher draft
calls than any that have been re·
quired in the Viet Nam war.
The lottery proposal is separate
from plans to seek an eventual
end to the draft.

803 ASh Street, N.E., A"ibuquerque, New Mexico 87106
Tel: 243-2881

5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's l0words5times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in f.ull prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:

1. Persona Is

2. Lost & Found

5. For Sale

6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous
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Proceeds to go to lawyer fees regard·
lng two charges of selling lewd ~nd
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Grasshoppor In Dec. 1967 and March
1969.
• to
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4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT _ _ _ TIMES STARTING _ _ __

AT UNIVERSITY ARENA

'

Unsurpassed for college living.

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

ARETHA FRANKLIN
iI
j

ists whose purpose is to "represent" the students at UNM.
Isn't it about time we demanded
that student government seek out
the students' opinion?
I seek the office of ASUNM
Vice President because I'm tired
of picking up The Lobo and reading the views of some small
group, with the implication that
this is the opinion of the majority. I contend the majority has
yet to be heard. The issues are
clear. Let the majority speak on
April 18.

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

at the Yale-St. Grasshopper

AIR-CONDITIONED • HEATED SWIMMING POOL
TV AND RECREATION LOUNGES
CO-ED • CONGENIAL • CLOSE TO CAMPUS

The

University community. What do
you and I, the average students,
think about these prevalent issues ? Certain groups.· on this
campus have banded together in
order that their opinions be
heard.
'ti contend that despite the fact
that these groups have garnered
the most publicity, th(l views they
profess are in many instances not
those of the majority of the students on this campus. I think it's
time the slumbering majority
made its feelings known.
"An organization already ex-

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

For Lottery-Type Draft

OPEN POETRY READING

,,

problems which it created so as
to appear busy. It has let conflicts of personalities and quests
for political power by many, overcome the meaningful ideas and
proposals of a few. Most important it failed to be relevant to the
average student at UNM.
Must Be Relevance
"Because of the issues and
events on the UNM campus this
year, student government must
be forced to become relevant to
you, the average student, Y'Ve students are now facing real issues,
with implications far beyond. the

Nixon Receives Proposal

•·· ~: · -· ite~~~ f~kltfi

Thi~ year,

you can live. at THE COllEGE INN
for as lillie as $465.00 per se"mester. Calf or stop by

r

Ross Perkal, a junior majoring
in mechanical engineering, has
announced his candidacy for Associated Students Vice President.
Per)tal is chairman of the New
Mexico Union Board and a former student senator. His activities
include: Alpha Kappa Lambda
fraternity, Interfraternity Council, Tutoring Council, Vigilantes,
and Chakka.
Perlml Statement
The following is his statement.
"In past years, student government at UNM has failed to be
representative of student opinion.
It has spent its time 'working' on

Ross Perkal

Medical Faculty Mem·ber

:?

I)
,ir i

Student Affairs Committee, radio
board, Committee to Study Union
Finances, and was a senator in
1966-67, and 1968-69.
His recent leg·islation includes
tightening control on ASUNM finances, · supporting abolition of
women's hours, condemning classroom diacrimination for grooming, and establishing a Judicial
Review Committee.
He has been a member of Chakaa, and is listed in Who's Who in
American Colleges and Universities, 1967-68.

Receives National
Award
___. ______ ........_ ·- ·---- .----,
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Downs Hornets, 46-38

Lobos Hope for Better Luck Against Wildcats

ATO Wins Basketball Title

~,..~ 0~,...

,0. "'\{\

~ 0,;\,.. ~\~1·
t.O

"

'°

cats lost two WAC games last
weekend to have identic!ll 1-2
league records for the weekend
series. New Mexico lost to TexasEl Paso 4-3 and 7-2, but won the
third game 5-4.
New Mexico takes a 23-6-1 record into the series while Arizona
meets Northern Arizona Tuesday
sporting a 24-4 record.
Last season the two teams each
won three at home to move the

KOPY- KORNER

>'0 <'o.. rQSJ'

Lobby-'Simms Building Downtowo, 4th & Gold

J

1Jef, the . ~

I

7-_sw~
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for UNM Students ortly
For Theses: 100% Coffon Fibre-Cockle (as Required)
XEROX COPIES 8~ each-No Mi11imum
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Faford Continues to Lead Batsmen

The University of New Mexico
baseball team moves into its second week of Western Athletic
Conference play this weeke)).d
when the Lobos meet the University of Arizona in a three game
series in Tucson.
A single game is set for Friday
at 3:00 p.m. with a twin-bill on
Saturday starting at 1 !00 p.m.
Both Lost Two
Both the Lobos and the Wild-

I

Tuesday, April15, 1969

Tuesday, April15, 196.9

NEW MEXICO LOBO

know that

s·•..,.

+

rents tuxedos
COMPLETE OUTFIT $10/COAT & TROUSERS $6.50
DIAL 247-4347
F[RST & GOLD

7>l

-.. 1':

".r/41:, Q$f
111

-..

247-4406

series to 70-10, Wildcats, in
games since 1939.
Kremmel to St<Lrt
UNM coach Bob Leigh is expected to send sophomore lefty
Jim Kremmel to the mound in the
Friday contest to face Arizona
senior Rich Hinton. Kremmel
takes a 4-0 record and a 1.11
earned run average into the
game, while Hinton .now stands
at 8-1 after losing to ASU by a
count of 4-3.
Leigh will send either John
Campbell (5-1) or Gary Jacobs
(3-1) to the mound in Saturday's
opener to face Arizona's Fred
Burns (2-2), with Senior Rick
Bodle (4-2) facing Wildcat Leon
Hooten (9-0} in the nightcap.
Faford Leads BitteJ:S
Sophomore outfielder Bob Fa'ford continues to .lead the hittera
with a .364 batting average while
shortstop Jim Johnson is in second a:t ,336. Johnson leads the
•Lobos in runs batted in with 30,
six more than F!lford.
Leigh's probable batting order
for the series will have Glen
Schawel (.292) at second, Joe
Daniels (.305) in center field, Faford in right field, and Johnson at
shortstop, Rick Laub (,257) will
be c!ltching with Larry Minarsich
(.283) !It third, Craig Guest (.213)
in left field and Jim Palmer (.263)
at first.

Fraternity champ Alpha Tau
Omega built up an eight-point
halftime lead and coasted in for a
46-38 victory over the independent champ Hornets, to claim the
All School intramural basketball
championship recently in Johnson Gym.
ATO, paced by big center Howard Strong's seven first-half
counters, moved to a 22-15 first

Baseball Statistics
Wmi 23, Lost 6,
BATTING LEADERS (75 or more ABs)
Gms AB
R
F<1ford
29
107
29
J. Johnson
30
107
15
Daniels
26
82
19
Palmer
30
95
10
R. Lnpb
29
105
13
~~
a
M
ll
(Less than 75 ABs)
8
10
14.
Bodle
16
3
Surber
13
9
0
3
Reeder
. 57
19
26
K. Jobnso11
24
65
20
Schnwcl
53
9
Minnr.;ich
20
12
2
Jacobs
6
13
3
10
Ruth
4
Campbell
14
ll
2
14
6
Kremmel
9
9
2
Ketcherside
18
3
Reyes
10
2
0
5
Torrez
0
6
Barnhill
6
9
2
Boehmer
7
4
0
2
T. Laub
7
2
0
Sims
0
2
Annendariz
1
6
10
36
Otllers
' 80
183
941
UNM Total8
Opponents
30
1000
103
PITCHING
:New Mexico
Opponents

PO
'117
738

PITCHING
T. Laub
IU-emmel
Reeder
Jacoba
Qunpbell
Bodle
Sims
Ketcherside
Armendariz

w
1
4
1
8

6

4
2
3
0
0

Torres
UNM Totals
Opponents

28
6

1
1

2
0
1
0
0
6

23

H

39
36
25
25
27
W

6
6

l

1'7
19
15
3

3
3
2

1
2

H
8
36

21
26

42
44
28
24

0
14
241

258

0

SB
7
6
3

0
0
0

1
3
2

HR
2
2

0

1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
1
7

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6

241

1

0

258

E
66
76

A
826
317
L
0
0
1

Tied l

R
0
6
8
9

17
22

11

18
2
10

103
188

0
1
0

13
11
3
0

1

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

51
11

TO

0

6
3
8
9
17
7
18
ll

8
72
137

.6

10

13

12

3

8

0
5

8
10
0
0
1 .

0
3
0
0
l
1

0
0
0
4
}36
82

AVG'
.MS
,982

1168
1126

ER

RBI
24
30

BB

so

AVG
.36!
.3H6

,305
.263
.267
.213
.429
,375
,333
.298
.292
,283
.250
.231
•216
.143
.111
.111

.000
.000
.000

.ooo

1.000

.274
.241
DP

24
21

ERA

o.oo

5
47
23

1.11

16

36

1.88
1.87

22

20
7
6

2

8

99
H4

36
86
20
19
2
9

232

168

U Cheer Candidates
To Tryout Next Month

.ooo

0

15
10

1.42
3.04

MO

4.38
4.50
7.'14
2.60
5.08

Chuck Milne

UNM ace sophomore golfer
Chuck Milne braees himself with
a sip of water in preparation for
the Lobos' appearance in Houston's All American Intercollegiate Invimtional this week.

McGuire's Linksters
Journey to Houston
'

Oof! That Smarts!

Lobo footballers smack heads
and bodies in preparation for
yesterday's first scrimmage of the
spring drills.

f

'i
I

'!

i
I
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JOHN MEYER
SPEAKS
YOUR lANGUAGE

In order to keep your contact lenses as
comfortable and convenient as they were
meant to be, you have to take care of
1hem. But until now you needed two or
more separate solutions to properly
prepare and maintain your contacts. Not
with Lensine. Lensine is the one lens
solution for complete contact lens care.

half bulge over the team composed of UNM football players.
Guard Steve Suiter then got
hot in the final stanza, pouring in
12 of his 16 points to pace the
Tau !lttack. Strong finished the
night with 15 points.
The Hornets were paced by 13
.points from. sharpshooter and
ball handler Sam Scarber. Jerry
Buckner came through with 12

Coach Dick McGuire will enter
four members of his University
of New Mexico golf team in the
15th annual All-American Inter~
collegiate Invitational this week
being played at Houstor/s Pine
Forest Country Club.
McGuire will enter sophomore
Chuck Milne, senior Jim Fiala,
senior Al Lovato and senior
Steve Satterstorm. Senior Terry
Dear will not make the trip since
Houston officials ruled that all entries must be eligible for the
NCAA. Dear competed as a
freshm!ln so will not be eligible.
Milne shot a two-under-par 54
hole total of 214 to finish second
in the New Mexico Intercollegiate
won by the Lobos. Milne's 214 was
four strokes off the pace set by
New Mexico State All American
Ben Kern.
Milne also finished in a four
way tie for third in the New
Mexico State Invitational when
he carted a 218 total, five over
par,
In the New Mexico Intercollegiate, Fiala was th:ree over par
for third at 215, while Satterstrom was fi:fth at 217.

The tourney has attracted 20
of the nation's best collegiate
teams for the four days and 72
holes of competition, including
defend in g champion Texas,
NCAA champion Florida, NCAA
runner-up Houston, Big Eight
champion Oklahom!l State, and
New l\1exico State, winner of the
recent NMSU Invitational.
Although four teams have been
added to the 1969 field, the All
American format will remain basically the same. Teams will play
for team championships in medal,
match, two-ball, and four-ball di~
visions and an overall champion~
ship. The first round pairings have
New Mexico meeting Southern
Methodist.

Too Bad Eck.slaclcs
f

B. Eckslaeks Freefall won the
fourth annual Perplensky, Austria parachuting title when he
jumped cutely out of a Cessna 172
from a height of 11,000 feet only
to find he'd forgot his 'chute.
Freefall was flown in from Italy,
Switzerland, and Yugoslavia to
accept the award.

There are eight regular (four
boys and four girls) !lnd four altern!lte (two boys and two girls)
positions open for the UNM cheer
leading squad, that will be contested in tryouts on May 4 at
7:(}0 p.m. in Johnson Gym.
A meeting scheduled for 8 :00

p.m. on April 23 in room 250 C
of the Union will be held for
cheering candidates, which will
preceed a cheerleading clinic by
'the current cheerleaders from
April 24-May 1. Interested students should pick up applications
in the Activities center of the
Union.

points, all in the second half, for
the footballers.
Mike Gortney, Dave Zuber, and
Eddie Gallegos had five points a·
piece to round out the scoring
for ATO.
Other Hornets cracking the
point column were Zach Thomas
with seven, Tom McBee with five,
!lnd Dennis Bryant with one,
In the semifinal game, the
Hornets edged dorm cham}} Tewa
in the last seconds, 47-46, to advance to the finals .
Scarber, Buckner, and Thomas
thredded the nets for 12 points
apiece in that one to pace the
Bees.
Tewa was p!lced by 16 points
from Terry Swanson, in the nearwin for the dorms.

WiMSWMakers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWH

One weekend
Major Smith,
Lieutenant Schaffer,
and a beautiful blonde
named Mary
decide to win
World War II.

Patrick Wymark · Michael Hordern ·

story and screenpfay by

duectcd by

produced by

Alistair Maclean· Bnan G. Hutton. Elhott Kastner
Panavlslon9 and Metrocolor

0

MGM

'

'

Watch for them. They start spying on your ·campus soon!· .

''Francis Albert Sinatra

Does His Thing''
(One :tnore time!)

Tell it to the oracle-

in our bright and versatile
Greek stripling of a skirtweb-belted and buckled
in chrome. $14.
Pick up a batch of
John Meyer's cotton
knit shells to wear
with the skirtin all the best colors.

Cleaning your contacts with Lensine
retards the buildup of foreign deposits on
the lenses. And soaking your contacts in
Lensine overnight assures you of proper
lens hygiene. You get a free soaking case
on the bottom of every bottle of Lensine.

$6.
Discuss the classics
-communicate l

It has been demonstrated that improper
storage between wearings may result in
the growth of bacteria on the lenses. .
lhis is a sure cause of eye irritation and
in some cases can endanger your vision.
Bacteria cannot grow in lensine which is
sterile, self -sanitizing, and antiseptic.
Just a drop or two of Lensine, before you
insert your lens, coats and lubricates it
allowing the lens to float more freely in
the eye's fluids. That's because
Lensine is an "isotonic" solution.
which means that it blends with
the natural fluids of the eye.

IfyoumissedFrank'sDIAHANN CARROLL and
show last Fall, take
~
THE FIFTH DIMENSION!
heart! We're bringAnd ofcourse,samegreatsponsor.
ing the whole Thing (But you know that.)
back for an encore
MONDAY, APRIL 21
... same great Sinatra
CBS-TV 9~10 p.m. EST
(but check your local listing just to be sure.)
... same great guests:

Budweiser. is the King of Beers.
(But you know that.)

Let your contacts be the
convenience they were
meant to be. Get
some Lensine, from the
Murine Company, Inc.

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. •
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Campus

Briefs
APSCOE
Applications

I

Society Film
Robert Flaherty's "Man of
Aran" is the film presentation for
this week by the UNM's La Societe du Cinerua.
The film, which took two .years
to film, is a documentary of life
on what has been called the worst
sea in the world. It will be shown
at 7 p.m. Thursday, April 17, in
the Union Ballroom.
Admission is on a seats-available basis at 75 cents per person,
m· by season subscription.

Applications for participation
in the APSCOE program for
teacher trainees in English will
be available next week from the
department of secondary education.
The deadline for returning applications is May 1.
Twenty-four students will be
elected for the program, to start
in September. During the fall semester, the group will be enrolled
in education c:ourses, wm help
develop lesson plans, and . will
work on projec:ts related to teaching. They will practice-teach
full time during the spring semester.
Students elected will 1·eceive
$350 scholarships for the semester they teach, The program is
probably the only one in the nation in which student-teachers
are paid.
APSCOE is financed equally by
the UNM college of education and
by the A I b u q u e r q u e Public
Schools. It is aimed at revising
the English curriculum as well as
training teachers, and stresses inductive approaches to teaching
and learning.
Further. details may be obtained from Mrs. Dorothy Smith, secretary in the secondary education
department.

..
r

-,,

Fiesta Talent Show
Auditions for the Fiesta '69
talent show are scheduled Thursday, April 17 in the Union Ballroom from 1-8 p.m.
All students are eligible to audition, and all types of acts are
being sought.
The Fiesta talent show will be
Thursday, May 8, on Zimmerman
Field.
Students wishing more information may call Vic Dunning at
299-0986 or Marcia Smith at 2426611.

Vigilantes Smoker
The Vigilantes, sophomore men's
honorary, will hold a smoker in
the Union Saturday, April 19, at
Zp.m.
All freshmen men with a grade

Beard Coniest

I..

.I

I{

~

"
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f '

I
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Student Veterans

·i

Grunsfeld Awards

Applications are now being accepted for the Grunsfeld Awards
for history majors.
Student who wish to apply for
the award may pick up applications in tl1e Student Aids Office.
The awards are made on the
basis of general scholarship and
financial need. They are worth
$125, and the deadline for receipt of applications is May 15.
Candidates should be students
who will have completed at· least
60 hours by the end of this se-mester, and graduates of New
Mexico high schools.

Calling U

_,, ""

,~, ---_--•-.,-_,_,~,..H'"'--,---
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Tuesday, Aprill6
Film, 11 The Persecution and .Assnssination
of Jenn-Paul Marat as Performed by the
Inmatea of the Asylum of Charenton Under
the Dil"cctio:u ot the Marquis cl'e Sade;u
Popejoy Hall; 7 :30 p.m.
Placement interviews; Window Roek
school district No. 8, Fort Defiance, Arizona. and Tulare, California city school
district: PJncement Center~
UNM Chamber Orchestra; Recital J;lall,
8:15 p.m.
AU Univeroity Dlnlogue on Teaching and
Learning; 9 a.m., President Ferrel Heady
speaking in Popejoy Hall; 10 :16 a.m. to
12; 16 p.m., unstructured sessions in Mitchell Hall, struQtnred sessions in the educa.tion
cotnplcx: afternoon sessions spofisored by
colleges and/or departments, 1 :30 p.111. to
6 p.m.j classes canceJl~d fo~ the day..

UNM Chamber Orchestra concert~ Fine

Arts REcital Hall; 8:16 p.m.; performance
is free ,and open to the pubUc.

Wednesday, ,/\pri!16
Lecture. •'The Fourth Foree in Nature;"
Dr. Robert E. Marshak; Holiday Inn, 2020
Menaul NE; 8 p.m.
A Capella Choir; R<:eitnl Hall, 8:15 p.m.
Third, organizational meeting: Student
Veteran's A~:~socintion: Union ROQil). 253; 8
p.m.
Friday, Aprll 18
Placement interviews; Gallup-McKinley
county schools; Placement Genter..
Recital; Tom O'Connor, oboe-; Recital
Hnll: 8 :15 p.m.
Saturday, Al)ril 19
Nizhoni lndinn. dnnces; Kiv~ Clnb;
Johnson Gym; S p.m.
Sunday, April 20
Arethn Franklin. concert: UNM Arenaj
8:15 p.m.; ticl<ets range f~om $4 to $5,
with a $1 .atmlcnt di-&count.
Chakna smoker; for all applicants;
U11ian; 2 p.m.

d~c$~ ~,
$14.95

$18.95

$29.95

,,~·

INDIAN SHIFiS

History Conference
The seventh annual regional
conference of Phi Alpha Theta, a
history organization, will be held
at UNM April 18-19.
Sessions will include presentation of papers by students on
subjects ranging from colonial
American and Latin American
history, European history, and
history of the American west.

NEW

,Announcementa by
tile UNM commonicy will be accepted
at Tbe Lobo oftioe.
A 24-hour deadline
is in olfeet.

"'"

$17.95

~;

15% Discount

'.Alith Activi~ Cc;~rd
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Senate Passes
Groups' Funds
For Next Year
By SUSAN SMITH

In an all-night session last night, Senate unanimously passed a bill providing that the president shall make available to
the Senate a proposed budget for the coming year not later
than the sixth week of the spring semester.
The legislation, introduced by Senator Tony 01mi, also
states the Senate shall vote on the proposed budget for the
coming year not later than two weeks prior to the spring
general election.
Lobo Photo by Tony Louderbough
Among the budget allocations passed by Senate last night
President Ferrel Heady opened UNM's Teaching Evaluation
Teaching Function
was $47,078.09 for operating costs for The Lobo in the 1969Day yesterday with an address on "The Teaching Function of.~j;he
University."
70 school year. KUNM's proposed budget of $24,733 was also
passed unanimously by Senate.
A subtotal of $15,518 was allocated for general governmental expenses including salaries of student government
secretaries, office expenses, educational grants, expense accounts, scholarships, awards, and a contingency fund for the
For Advancement of Undergraduate Education
ASUNM president.
By ROB BURTON
The Leadership Scholarship Committee received a $2000
Heady said the University sought to "remove
Saying he was not going to discuss the "present
career
obstacles" for students.
allocation with provisions that the committee raise an addicrisis" in his keynote remarks for the University's
The relevance of academic material to matters
tional $6000 to launch the program.
Dialogue Day on teaching, Ferrel Heady yesterof the moment is not always obvious to students,
day morning gave an introduction to what he
Heady
said~ and matters of the moment are too
National Student Association (NSA) Coordinator Manny
called examples. of his administration's commitoften unexplored by scholars with the result that
ment to improving the undergraduate education.
Wright spoke to Se:nate regarding the organization's budget,
there is no sound teaching basis developed.
Heady spoke to about 600 faculty, alumni, and
"The University graduate should be more than
and received unanimous passage for $1400.
students in Johnson Gym Tuesday morning. His
a technician," Ready said, "he should have a broad
perspective.''
remarks were inten-upted at several points by
, National and International Affairs Committee received
applause
and
cheers
from
a
group
of
students
,,.Bachelor of U. Studies
$9840 to maintain the International Center and the Alert
intent upon heckling, but they walked out about
He
said
a
new
proposal
for
a
new
degree
to
be
Center.
halfway through the speech.
called Bachelor of University Studies may lead to

Heady Discusses Innovations

Registration for the Fiesta '69
beard-growing contest is now
open at the Alpha Phi Omega
coat check booth in the Union
lobby.
Contestants must register cleanshaven and must present their
student and athletic ID cards
when registering.
Judging will be during the Fiesta Midway activities Friday,
May 9. The best beard will win a
trophy plus a free shave and
haircut.

~

point average of 2.75.or over, and
a minimum of two extracu~·ricular
activities, are invited to attend,
Applicants are asked to wear a
coat and tie.
Applications for Vigilantes are
available at the dean of men's
office.

Tuesday, April15, 1969

The Student Veterans Association will hold its third organizational meeting Wednesday, April
16, at 8 p.m. in Room 253 of the
Union.
Coffee will be served.

A special Senate fund of $1175 was allocated to include
costs for elections, refreshments, and rental of a meeting
room in the Union.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

The proposed budget was issued to Senate from the bureau
of the budget. The Senate voted to express contempt for the
bureau of the budget.
During the course of the meeting, adjournment was called
for and defeated several times. Final action will be taken on
the 1969-70 budget in the Senate meeting tonight.

RATES: 7c per word. 20 word minimum ($1.,0) Pet' time run. If •d Is to
l'Un five oz- more eonsocutiVe dan with
no changes the rate iB redoced to J;e

per word ad the minimum number of
words to 10.
TERMS: Pa:rment must be made In
fUIIJlrior to insertion of advertisement.
WHERE: .Tournali'nn BuUdlnll'. Roont
169, afternoons preferably cr mail.
Classified Advertising
UNM. P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, .N.M. 87106

Endorses Evaluation
Heady endorsed a :Program of regular teaching
evaluation, saying he hoped the Associated Students would continue their effort of last semester.
He called for "input of student opinion in more
effective ways than students or faculty are used
to.''
His administration is moving in three areas to
improve undergraduate education, Ready said.
The University Committee on Enhancement of
the Educational Process has been working in the
three areas of course and course content changes,
closer student-faculty ties, and better advisement
procedures.

providing this general education.
UNM's branches include a community college
in Gallup, N.M., and a special studies center in
Quito, Ecuador, he said, and plans for a junior
college are being considered for the northern area
of the state.
He said he had appointed an ad hoc Committee
on Minorities to make inquiries about racial and
ethnic groups' college problems.
Noticed No Difference
He said he had been much reminded lately of a
story he once heard about a college president who
died and, as many were pleased to note, went to
hell. It was four days, Heady said, before the
president noticed any difference.

Harvard Turmoil

~

• ' f

PERSONALS

1)

Columbia Trouble Continues

POt.LY l'AGE Polly Page for Senate Polly
Page Polly Page.

STUDENT seeb simple room for silmmer. Will share if necessm:y. Furnished
or unfurnished. Bob Prichard, 122 Cuyler,
Prinocton Univ., Princeton, N.J. 08540.

(CPS).t'- Negotiations broke guidelines. for black studies.
down Tuesday between Columbia
Columbia blacks are seeking
University administrators and 16 support in the Harlem community.
blacl{ freshmen who have occupi- In a statement l'uesday, the stued the admissions office since Mon- dents declared they "are preparday night to demand control over ed when and if necessary to escaadnrlssion of black students a:nd late our demonstration up to and
a black studies department.
beyond the level of last spring-'s
The students want authoriza- confrontation.''
tion to create one board to "eval·
They also said they !night preuate and determine" black student vent the university from sending
admissions and a second board out acceptance notices to some
"responsible only to the trustees" 1200 high school seniol·s.
with power to deal with a broad
The University has announced
spectrum of issues affecting black that the 16 blacks are in violation
stud1mts, including setting up of school rules, but the students
' '

LOST & FOUND

2)

FOUND: Eye ~o~lass lens in Parking Lot
of School of Business. May be picked up
at Rm. 206 BA. Bld~r.
. FOUND~Black Labrador pUppy on cam•
pus 3/27/6U, call 277·5320.

SERVICES

3)

CHILD CARE in niY home. Convenlont
to campus. :PhOne 2'2-6662.

FOR SALE

5)

CHOPPER: $120(} plus labor invested. Will
sell this 196~-74 for $995 or best offer.
Will consider trade for three-wheeler
PillS cMh. Also, 1967 .Tawa, 176cc, Immaculate, $276. 115 ll Harvard SE, after
5:30 p,m,

PUPPIElS now available from IoeHoethe hom<! of the extra large Alaskan
Malamute. 298·6112.

ELNA J;>ortablc ··:-.e""cw-':i:-ng_m_a_c:-hi:-n-e"':$;::6::-l>,~d;:l-n·
ette see $16, 1!!!!1 Jaw books, new 10
speed (racer), twin bedspreads. 2992910.

U Greeks Endorse 15 Candidates
Both UNM Greek Councils, Interfratel·nity Council (IFC) and
Panhellenic, last night jointly endorsed candidates seeking student
government positions.
The dual council backed Ron Curry as ASUNM presidential choice
and endorsed :Joe Alarid for the vice presidential spot. John Martone
was selected as the councils' choice fo1• NSA coordinator.
In their fit•st year of endorsing student government candidates,
the two councils also supported 12 senate hopefuls. They were:
.Donna Fossum, Sandra Heide, John Huntsman, Frank Lihn, Steve
Ludlow, Doug MaeCurdy; John McGuffin and Sig Olson.
Other endorsees included Polly Page, Regner Rider, Bob Speer,
and George Will.

EMPLOYMENT

6)

GRADUATING
SEN10R
WOMEN!
WANT 1N Wl'I'H A GOING CON·
CERN? 1 ? lf yotl like people, .lika to
travel, and have a knowledge of a foreign language, consider becoming n
stewardeM . with Pan American World
Airways. Stewardess interviews will be
held on campus on AprJI 18, 1969. For
!tlrthe~ information, please contnct your
Plncem<mt office. Pan Am is An Equal
Opportuity Employer.
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say they will stay until their demands are met, or "till some other
action is deemed necessary.''
The HaiVard faculty voted
Tuesday to establish a 15-man
committee to decide disciplinary
and other matters involved in the
takeover there. Five students will
serve on the committee, which
will be elected Thursday.
Only one major disturbance
was reported Tuesday as the
•classroom boycott entered the
first day of its three-day renewaL
So far the strike has not been too
effective.

***

At Boston University, also in
Cambridge, students have ended
their sit-in. But they plan to meet '
Wednesday to decide whether t'o
take ov-er another building-. The
protest, against ROTC and cainpus military recruitment, has had
hot days of occupations and cool
days of strateg-y-making and ()rganizing. The militants als<J want
an end to the school's overseas
program, which grants degrees to
military officers interested in a
later business career.

LobO Phot.o by Tony Louderbough

Generation Gaps
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This lady told a Teaching Eval-'
uation Day discussion group yesterday that she had already
weathered three generation ga:Ps.

